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The flapping flight of tiny insects such as flies and butterflies is of fundamental interest not only in
biology itself but also in its practical use for the development of micro air vehicles. It is known that
a butterfly flaps downward for generating the lift force and backward for generating the thrust force.
In this study, we consider a simple butterfly-like flapping wing-body in which the body is a thin rod
and the rectangular rigid wings flap in a simple motion. We investigate lift and thrust generation of
the model by using the immersed boundary-lattice Boltzmann method. Firstly, we compute the lift
and thrust forces when the body of the model is fixed for the Reynolds numbers in the range of 50-
1000. In addition, we estimate the supportable mass for each Reynolds number from the computed
lift force. Secondly, we simulate free flights when the body can only move translationally. It is found
that the expected supportable mass can be supported even in the free flight except when the mass
of the body is too small, and the wing-body model with the mass of actual insects can go upward
against the gravity at the actual Reynolds number. Thirdly, we simulate free flights when the body
can move translationally and rotationally in order to investigate the effect of the rotation of the body.
It is found that the body has a large pitch motion and consequently gets off-balance. Finally, we
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Fig. 1: Illustration of a wing.
Fig. 2: Wing-body model with two rectangular
wings and a rod-shaped body.
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$e_{Y},$ $e_{Z}$ $[e_{\xi},$ $e_{\eta},$ $e_{\zeta}]$ $[ex,$ $e_{Y},$ $ez]$
$[e_{\xi}, e_{\eta}, e_{\zeta}]=[e_{X}, e_{Y}, e_{Z}]S_{2}(\alpha(t))S_{1}(-\theta(t))$ ,
(1)
S2, Sl
$S_{2}(\phi)=\{\begin{array}{lll}cos\phi 0 sin\phi 0 l 0-sin\phi 0 cos\phi\end{array}\}$ (2)














Fig. 3: Coordinate systems fixed to the body




$\nabla\cdot u=0$ , (6)
$\frac{Du}{Dt}=-\frac{1}{\rho_{f}}\nabla p+\nu\nabla^{2}u$, (7)






$Re = \frac{U_{tip}L}{\nu}$ . (S)
3.2
$\Sigma_{s}$






























$N_{M}= \frac{M}{\rho_{f}L^{3}}$ , (12)
$Fr= \frac{U_{tip}}{\sqrt{LG}}$ . (13)
3.3
Reynolds $Re,$

















$Re,$ $N_{M},$ $Fr$ 3 (iii)
Eqs. (9), (10) 5,




































Fig. 4: Computational domain for simulations of
a butterfly-like $3D$ flapping wing-body model.
Tab. 1: Spatial and temporal resolutions. $\Delta x$ is
the lattice spacing and $\Delta t$ is the time step.
$Re L T$
$50 40\Delta x 6000\Delta t$
$100 40\triangle x 6000\Delta t$
$200 40\Delta x 6000\Delta t$
$300 50\Delta x 6000\triangle t$
$374 55\Delta x 6000\triangle t$
$500 60\Delta x 6000\Delta t$
$619 72\Delta x 7200\Delta t$
$800 96\Delta x 9600\Delta t$
$1000 120\triangle x 12000\triangle t$
$1190 144\Delta x 14400\Delta t$
6
6.1
$\alpha_{m}=40^{o},$ $60^{o},$ $90^{o}$ $Re=$
$50-1000$
$C_{L}$ , $C_{T}$ $C_{P}$
$C_{L}= \frac{F_{aero}\cdot e_{y}}{0.5\rho_{f}U_{tip}^{2}(2Lc)}$ , (15)
$C_{T}= \frac{F_{aero}\cdot e_{x}}{0.5\rho_{f}U_{tip}^{2}(2Lc)}$ , (16)












Fig 5(a), (b) $\alpha_{m}$
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Eq. (18) Eq. (14) $Fr/Re$
$L$
$AR=2$
Of Fig. 5(a) $Re$
$N_{M\exp}$ $L$
$L$ $Re$









fly) $L=3.0$ [mm], $Re=619,$
$N_{M}=61.5$ (2) Fig. 6 $L=3.0$ [mm] 1
(Janatella leucodesma)
$L=18.1$ [mm], $Re=1187,$ $N_{M}=3.36$






Fruit fly $L=3.0$ [mm] Janatella
leucodesuma $L=18.1$ [mm] 2
Eq. (14) $L=3.0$
[mm] $Fr/Re=2.9\cross 10^{-2},$ $L=18.1$
[mm] $Fr/Re=1.98\cross 10^{-3}$




Fig. 5: The time averaged (a) lift coeffcient $\overline{C_{L}},$ $(b)$ thrust coefficient $\overline{C_{T}}$ , and (c) power coeffcient $\overline{C_{P}},$
as well as (d) the efficiency $Eff$ for $Re=50-1000.$
41
$Re$
Fig. 6: The nondimensional expected support-
able mass against various Reynolds numbers for
$\alpha_{m}=90^{o}$ . The upper red curve describes $N_{M\exp}$
for $L=3.0$ [mm], and the lower black one for
$L=18.1$ [mm]. The conditions for a fruit fly
$(L=3.0 [mm])$ and a small butterfly $(L=18.1$










Fig. 7: Trajectories of the center of the
mass (COM) of the wing-body model with
$N_{M}=16,17,20$ , and30for $L=3.0$ [mm] and
$Re=200$. The initial position of the COM is
$(x/L, y/L)=(O, 0)$ . The symbols on the trajec-
tories indicate the position of the COM when the
wings are at top dead point.
$\backslash$ , 3










Fig. 8(b) Freq $M$ $Re$ $N_{M}$
$F_{req}= \frac{1}{T}=\frac{\nu}{4\theta_{m}L^{2}}Re$ (19)
$M=\rho_{f}L^{3}N_{M}$ (20)














(2) $L=18.1$ [mm] Fig. 10 $Re=500$
$N_{M}=0.2,0.5,1.0$
$N_{M}=0.5$ $Re=500$ $N_{M}$ xp











Fig. 8: The map of (a) $Re-N_{M}$ and (b) $F_{req}-M$
containing the expected supportable mass and
points describing upward flight, keeping altitude
in flight, or downward flight for $L=3.0$ [mm].
The condition of a fruit fly is also described.
– Instantaneous value
Fig. 9: Time variation of the forward velocity
$U_{x}$ of the wing-body model for the condition of a
fruit fly $(L=3 [mm], Re=620, N_{M}=61)$ . The
instantaneous value of $U_{x}$ and the time averaged
value of $U_{x}$ in each stroke are described.
Fig. ll(a) $Re<1000$ $N_{M\exp}$
$Re\geq 1000$ $N_{M\exp}$
Janatella




Fig. 10: Trajectories of the center of the
mass (COM) of the wing-body model with
$N_{M}=0.2,0.5$ , and 1.0 for $L=18.1$ [mm] and
$Re=500$ . The initial position of the COM is
$(x/L, y/L)=(0,0)$ . The symbols on the trajec-
tories indicate the position of the COM when the
wings are at top dead point.
Fig. ll(a)
Fig. 11(b) Fig. 11(b) $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ Janatella

















Fig. 11: The map of (a) $Re-N_{M}$ and (b) $F_{req}-M$
containing the expected supportable mass and
points describing upward flight, keeping altitude
in flight, or downward flight for $L=18.1$ [mm].
The condition of a Janatella leucodesma is also
described.












$\omega_{0} 5 10 15$
$t/T$
Fig. 12: Time variation of the forward veloc-
ity $U_{x}$ of the wing-body model for the condi-
tion of a Janatella leucodesma $(L=18.1$ [mm],
$Re=1190,$ $N_{M}=3.36)$ . The instantaneous value
of $U_{x}$ and the time averaged value of $U_{x}$ in each
stroke are described.
$6 8 10 12 14 16$
$t/T$
Fig. 13: (a) Trajectories of the center of the mass
(COM) of the body and (b) time variation of the
pitching angle of the body for $L=3.0$ [mm],
$N_{M}=38$ , and $Re=300$ . In (a), the initial po-
sition of the COM is $(x/L, y/L)=(0,0)$ , and
the symbols on the trajectories indicate the posi-

























Fig. 14: The body composed of the thorax and




















ont $(t)$ :. $F\ddot{\theta}_{cont}(t-\triangle t)=0$ THEN
- $IF\theta_{pitch}(t)>\theta_{0}$ THEN
$\ddot{\theta}_{cont}(t)=a$





















$\theta_{pit}$ $h$ . ont
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$(\alpha_{m}=90^{o},$ $L=3.0$ [mm], $Re=300,$
$N_{M}=38)$












Fig. 15: (a) Trajectory of the center of the mass
(COM) of the thorax, (b) time variation of the
pitching angle of the thorax, and (c) time varia-
tion of the relative angle of the abdomen to the
thorax when the pitching angle of the thorax is
controlled by flexing the abdomen. In (a), the ini-
tial position of the COM is $(x/L, y/L)=(0,0)$ ,
and the symbols on the trajectories indicate the
position of the COM when the wings are at top
dead point.















(ii) (i) $N_{M\exp}$ $L=$
$3.0$ [mm] (Fruit fly )
Reynolds
$L=18.1$ [mm] (
) $Re\geq 1000$ $N_{M\exp}$
$Re<1000$
Reynolds
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